
Australian Tech Company Raises $700,000
During ICO and Commences Full Project
Development

ClearPoll - Social public opinion polls on the blockchain

ClearPoll, a social public opinion poll
network using blockchain technology, has
been fully funded after reaching the hard
cap in their ICO this week.

PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA,
AUSTRALIA, October 23, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Over $700,000
USD was raised, and the ICO sold out
nearly a week before the scheduled end
date.

The game changing social app is
designed to give every user a powerful
voice on the big questions, in the form of
voting on a poll and being able to easily
share and analyse the results.

Blockchain technology is used to decentralise the poll results, meaning no company or individual can
ever change the votes or the results, or censor any unfavourable polls. The cutting edge technology is
certain to be used for future election voting, however ClearPoll has focused on the social aspect and
offers very accurate, high volume public opinion data.

"We believe the current methods of collecting and publishing accurate public opinion poll data are
flawed. The media and other organisations are clearly manipulating or censoring and results that do
not support their narrative. ClearPoll solves that problem by decentralising the data and making it
100% viewable at all times, to all users." commented ClearPoll Director Daniel Abela.

ClearPoll is now in full development and have released evidence of a working prototype. The full
product is due to launch in July 2018 and is set to change the way we record and view public opinion
across a wide variety of topics.

Investors are lining up to purchase ClearPoll's POLL tokens at cryptocurrency exchanges, with the
belief that a substantial increase in their value is highly likely due to low circulation and obvious high
demand.

For more information on the project, visit https://www.clearpoll.io
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